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T H O U G H T  L E A D E R S H I P / P R O F I L E  B U I L D I N G 

+  Thought leadership is about putting yourself forward as an 
expert or leader in your field or industry

+  The biggest benefits are for promoting awareness, credibility 
and building personal and business profile

+  It’s about putting yourself out there!
+  There are a lot of ways to do this including through content 

and data tools and networking – this have been or will be 
covered elsewhere in this course

+ Here we’ll focus on a few thought leadership tools or 
activities that are specific to profile building and leadership

TYPES OF TOOLS 

+ Award submissions
+  Become an industry spokesperson
+  Industry roundtables
+  Panel member opportunities
+  Policy submissions
+  Speaking opportunities
+  Think tanks
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AWARD SUBMISS IONS 

+  Entering industry and high profile awards for your work can be great at 

building profile and credibility
+  Even if you are just shortlisted as a finalist it’s a great news story and 

information you can include in your promotional materials
+  People often think winning awards can be very difficult but if your work 

or achievements meet their criteria it’s relatively simple
+  The key is meeting ALL of their criteria and sticking to their word limits
+  Treat it like applying for a job and marrying your experience and 

achievements to each criteria – it’s formulaic
+  It is a skill and you may need the help of an experienced writer but it 

can be well worth it
+  Research high profile and credible awards in your industry and the 

nomination costs and prioritise
+  Look for categories that you can easily map your work to
+  Once you have one good submission, usually you can tweak it for other 

award submissions – I KNOW I’VE DONE IT

INDUSTRY SPOKESPERSON 

+  As mentioned in the ‘media and publicity’ section of this module you 

can put yourself up as a media spokesperson by registering with 
websites that connect journalists with specific sources. One such site is 
www.sourcebottle.com, which does offer a free service.

+  Consider reaching out to key journalists and introducing yourself. 
Always have a reason though for initiating contact. You could send them 
a brief email, saying who you are and offering yourself as an industry 
expert. Use a current topic as a specific segue, for example, “I saw your 
story the other day on ‘calls for cats to be registered’. I’m a local vet 
with 15 years experience and agree this is an important issue. If you 
would like a local angle on this story or an interview opportunity, please 
contact me.”

+  When it comes to bloggers and social commentators, follow or 
subscribe to them. Engage in their comments and stories and make 
comments where you can add something of value.

+  If you can successfully demonstrate you’re an expert in your field, are 
approachable and accessible, and can provide good content/interview 
talent/visual opportunities, then they’ll come to you for comment.
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INDUSTRY ROUNDTABLES 

+ An Industry Roundtable is a forum for leaders from a particular 

industry to get together and talk about shared issues, challenges 
and opportunities – King Arthur’s roundtable

+  They may be a once off or they may meet regularly 
+  They may take the form of a working or advisory group on a 

particular issue and may be connected to or have channels into 
high profile stakeholders, influencers and decision makers

+  These groups may even provide input or seek to influence 
government policy on specific issues

+  They may be used as a forum to debate specific issues and try 
and form agreements or single positions on an issue

+ Good for profile, leadership, credibility, build networks and also 
to influence key policies that may affect your businesses

+ Check with relevant industry associations – it helps if you’re a 
member

PANEL MEMBER OPPORTUNIT IES 

+  In this context when I talk about panels, I’m talking about panels 
usually convened at events and conferences to discuss or debate a 
particular issue

+  It’s like a speaking opportunity but there are several members on 
the panel who may present, speak or debate and answer questions 
from the audience

+  If you are well versed in a particular issue or topic and believe you 
can add value to a panel, research upcoming conferences, events 
and seminars, or event organisers and put yourself forward

+ Once you’ve done it a couple of times and you demonstrate your 
worth, organisers will start to approach you

+  You do need to be comfortable though with public speaking
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POLICY SUBMISS IONS 

+ Often when government creates a new or updates a policy they will 
release their proposal to industry for comment

+  It may be to change laws or regulations that you believe would be 
detrimental or beneficial to your business

+  This is a great opportunity to put your views forward, raise your 
profile and make real change to your industry or business

+ Whether it’s to show support or objections, you can present it in a 
measured and well justified submission that can then also be shared 
to your wider network of contacts

+  Sign up for industry association news or news from your relevant 
government departments so you know when these opportunities 
arise 

+ Check what the deadlines and requirements are for submissions first

SPEAKING OPPORTUNIT IES 

+  Events, conferences and seminars are always looking for interesting 
and relevant speakers 

+  If you are well versed in a particular issue or topic and believe you 
can add value to a particular topic, research upcoming conferences, 
events and seminars, or event organisers and put yourself forward

+ Once you’ve done it a couple of times and you demonstrate your 
worth, organisers will start to approach you

+  Sometimes they will even pay you!
+  Some types of events offer speaking opportunities if you pay a fee. 

This can be worth it especially if you also can put up your own 
signage and branding 

+  You do need to be comfortable though with public speaking
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THINK TANKS 
+  “A think tank (or policy institute, research institute, etc.) is an organization 

that performs research and advocacy concerning topics such as social policy, 
political strategy, economics, military, technology, and culture. Most policy 
institutes are non-profit organizations, which some countries such as the 
United States and Canada provide with tax exempt status. Other think tanks 
are funded by governments, advocacy groups, or businesses, or derive 
revenue from consulting or research work related to their projects.” – 
wikipedia

+  Like an industry roundtable but may bring together experts from a number 
of fields

+  Research relevant think tanks in your area and for your industry and make 
enquiries if you’re interested in joining

+  “The Lowy Institute is an independent, nonpartisan international policy think 
tank located in Sydney, Australia.  Ranked as Australia's leading think tank, 
it provides high - quality research and distinctive perspectives on the 
international trends shaping Australia and the world.  

+  The Lowy Institute hosts speeches by leading national and international 
figures and holds conferences to discuss key global issues. It aims to 
deepen the international policy debate in Australia and to give Australia a 
greater voice on the international stage.” http://www.lowyinstitute.org/ 

+ WHAT IS THOUGHT LEADERSHIP/PROFILE BUILDING
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